The renowned Atlanta Wind Symphony will hold a special performance of their concert titled “Open and Shut” in Milledgeville Sunday, March 29 at 2 p.m. in Georgia College’s McLane Auditorium.

The Symphony consists of musicians from varying backgrounds and experiences, including some of Atlanta’s finest musical professionals, composers, hopiniasts and Georgia College’s very own Dr. Clifford Tavern. Tavern is the director of band activities and an assistant professor of music at Georgia College, where he also conducts the Wind Symphony and Jazz Band. In addition to his role at Georgia College, Tavern is the music director for the Alliance Symphony of Atlanta’s finest musical professionals, composers, hopiniasts and Georgia College’s very own Dr. Clifford Tavern.

Originally known as the North Fulton Community Band, the Atlanta Wind Symphony has some a long way since it’s formation in 1979. The Symphony originally began to offer a personally fulfilling musical outlet to group members. Today, we are internationally respected and recognized for our musical excellence, service to the community and contributions to music education.

Since their establishment more than 30 years ago, the Atlanta Wind Symphony has performed for television, charities and at all types of venues, from public parks and churches to concert halls. The group schedules performances at many Georgia universities as well as at all upcoming concert at Georgia College under director Tavern and associate director Dr. Ansley Landsman, the group will perform a series of overtures and finales that are sure to impress.

The concert is $10 for the general audience and $7 for seniors, students is free. For more information, visit www.gcsu.edu/music or contact the Department of Music at 478-445-3299.